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More is left to do in the field of flat bands besides the known research efforts. One of these unexplored areas is the flat bands featured in the two-
dimensional (2D) van der Waals (vdW) materials. Compared to 3D crystals, the 2D vdW materials with a lower dimension could easily map out
prominent flat-band lattice models and provide more straightforward visual evidence for the capture of prime features. Since vdW materials are
potentially applicable to the study of flat-band physics, it is urgent to develop a simple and efficient approach to finding realistic vdW crystals with
desired flat bands. Here, we utilize a powerful high-throughput tool to screen feasible vdW materials based on the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database. Through layers of filtration, we obtained 861 potential monolayers from 187093 items. Unlike existing screening schemes, a simple,
universal rule, i.e., 2D flat-band score criterion, is first proposed to efficiently identify 229 flat-band candidates, and guidance is provided to diagnose
the quality of flat bands in 2D systems. From the experimental accessibility perspective, we further provide a sub-catalog of 74 high-quality flat-band
candidates among those selected 229 flat-band materials. All these efforts to screen experimental available flat-band candidates will certainly
motivate continuing exploration toward the realization of this class of special materials and their applications in material science.

In this work, we have performed a systematic search for flat-band vdW materials
and, we found that 229 items (score criterion: ω = 50 further explored the flat-
band physical mechanism by mapping the types of lattices from the vdW
candidates. By implementing effective screening strategies for 861 unique
monolayers and ∆E = 2 eV) host high-quality flat bands. From the standpoint of
experimental feasibility, we provide a sub-catalog of 74 high-quality flat-band
candidates among those selected 229 flat-band materials. Our results work as a
guide for future theoretical and experimental studies on 2D flat-band vdW
materials where exotic physics phenomena such as magnetism and
superconductivity can be further explored.
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